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Katie Tyson watches a game in progress.

The door always opens before seven
o'clock on weekday mornings at the
Children's Family Center, located in
Messiah Village Retirement Center.
Some children arrive half asleep, and it
takes a few minutes before they can
stand on their feet and say "Good-bye"
to Mother or Daddy. Others come full
of pep and life, ready for a jumping, jolly
day.
The Children's Family Center opened
over two years ago. It was an important
day for three generations (the children,
the parents and the residents of Messiah
Village), as well as for the Brethren in
Christ Church. Most important was
that it would be a place for people to
serve each other.
It was a modest beginning with a new
concept in intergenerational programming. The concept has been very well
received and now is being replicated in a
few retirement centers in the United
States.
Here the children receive a warm hug,
a good breakfast, an encouraging word,
a shared triumph, a special friend, company of older adults, and the joys of
being a family.
They come from various racial and
family backgrounds, not all of them
happy. One child is from India, one is
blind, and some have other physical
handicaps. But all are precious, promising and progressing educationally.
The purpose of the Children's Family
Center is to provide quality day care in
an intergenerational setting. The children experience life with special people

of Messiah Village, doing many things
together.
Children give out towels each morning to nursing care residents. Sometimes
tears roll down the residents' cheeks as
the child gives them hugs or kisses. They
say, "It's a child—I got a kiss and a hug."
Can you think what it is like to live
where there are no children?
The children often go to the adults'
exercise classes. Some residents say,
"I'm not taking exercise class unless the
children are there."
The children each have "a special
friend," grandpa or grandma. When
they meet their special friends their steps
hasten, their arms outstretch to hug and
their faces brighten like the sunshine
breaking through on a cloudy day.
A dear resident said to me on Mother's Day, "This is the saddest day of the
year for me." I asked, "Didn't you have
any children?" To which she answered,
"No, and it was such a disappointment."
I said, "You come to the Children's
Family Center and 'adopt' one of ours."
Her face brightened and she said, "I'll do
just that." And she did.
Another said, "I have one child, who
lives only a few miles away. But I never
hear from my child or my grandchildren." Here at Messiah Village are many
such needs, which the Children's Family
Center can help meet.
One of our children picked an elderly
adult who could not even move or talk.
What attracted a young child to such an
ill grandpa? Oh, to radiate such loving
and caring when words no longer express
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Love
unlocks
ll)c door
by Mary Eshelman

it, and arms no longer hug—yet children
understand. The Family Center's children love our older adults just as they
are, with canes, wheel chairs, or bedfast.
They learn there is significance in each
person, no matter what their condition
might be.
One blind child shook hands with various people on our walk one morning—
with some she whimpered or cried, others she giggled or laughed and with one
she lovingly said, "Grandma." What
does a handshake say?
Our blind boy, John, likes to walk
backward. Why? Could it be if he walks
forward and falls, he falls on his face. If
he walks backward and falls, he sits
down. An understanding and nearly

Mrs. Brown whispers a secret to friends.

blind resident is teaching John how a
guiding cane sounds when it hits wood
(like a chair), or a cement walk, or on
ground. John listens to voices and associates certain activities with certain voices. This resident and John are very special friends.
The Center's program includes many
topics such as I am important, you are
important, my family is important;
colors; seasons; pets; cooking; and
senses. During the winter, I asked,
"What does the nose do?" A chorus of
voices answered, "It runs!"
When the children were taught nutrition, they then had parties about nutrition on special days for the older adults.
When we had a party about raw vegeta-

bles and dips, I wondered how raw
vegetables and dips would go with false
teeth. My fears were unfounded. The
next cooking lesson the adults have
weekly (without the children present)
dealt with raw vegetables and dips, by
the adults' own choice.
When visiting one resident with some
children, the resident passed the candy.
One four year old said, "I don't want any
cavities in my teeth, thank you."
While writing this, I received a phone
call from a mother whose children attended the Children's Family Center last
year. The children were longing to return
to the Christian atmosphere and influence of three generations. The mother
shared their wish, but they have now
entered school. We have many calls of
appreciation.
For all of us, this two year period has
been a time of growth and development
of a quality day care program. We have
seen again the truth that people are not
all alike, but all are precious, promising
and "progressable."
When in the Grantham/Mechanicsburg area, please come visit the Children's Center at Messiah Village.
Mrs. Charles Eshelman, a resident of
Messiah Village, chairs the Board of the
Children's Family Center. For many years
she headed the Home Economics department of Messiah College.
Monroe Dourte with some
young builders.
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No c/ass
for Lydia
A short, short play
on categorical
denials

by Jeanne Doering

Characters: Mrs. Booker, the Sunday
school welcome woman. Lydia, a visitor.
Scene: Lobby of First Church of the
Separated Saints, 9:43 a.m. Sunday.
Mrs. Booker is standing in a booth bearing the sign, "Find your Sunday school
class here." Lydia enters.
Mrs. Booker (cheerily): Hello! You must
be a visitor. Welcome to First Church
of the Separated Saints!
Lydia: Oh, hello!
Mrs. Booker: Do you live in town?
Lydia: Yes, but I just moved here and
I'm looking for a place to study the
Bible.
Mrs. Booker: Did you have a home
church in your former city?
Lydia: Well, I went to a prayer group.
Mrs. Booker: How interesting! Where
did you meet?
Lydia: Down on the river bank.
Mrs. Booker (slightly shocked): How
quaint. I suppose you were looking
for—uh—a more convenient place to
meet?
Lydia: No. You see, we didn't have
enough men to build a church.
Mrs. Booker: Well, you'll never find
that problem here. We have a fine
selection of single young men in the
Timothy Class. They meet every other
week with the Maidens Class, which
is all young single women. There's
such a turnover in that class that few
are over 25. They always graduate!
Lydia: Graduate? You mean from college?

Mrs. Booker: Oh, no! They get married
and go into the Song of Solomon
class.
Lydia: Oh, they're studying the Song of
Solomon!
Mrs. Booker: Well, not exactly, dear.
But they do have a lot of social activities and the highlight is a sweetheart
banquet around the theme "The Wedding at Cana." It's so sentimental! By
the way, you said your name was
Mrs. —
Lydia: I'm not married, but just call me
Lydia.
Mrs. Booker: Oh! Well, then, Lydia,
I'm sure you're not interested in sitting with all those newlyweds.
Lydia: Tell me, do you have just an
ordinary class for regular people?
Mrs. Booker: Well, we do have the
Oikos One Class. That's for Song of
Solomon graduates who have children aged one through 10 years. And
then there's the Oikos Two for couples with children aged 11 through
20.

Lydia: Oikos?
Mrs. Booker: Don't worry. The name
sounds rather porkish but it's simply
Greek for "family."
Lydia: Yes, I know a little bit of Greek.
I used to run a fabric shop up in a
Greek district.
Mrs. Booker: You did? How interesting!
Lydia: Yes, I called it "Deep Purple"
and—
Mrs. Booker: Marvelous! You sew!
They'd love you in the Dorcas Class.
They're forever making lap robes for

Shady Rest Nursing Home. However, there may be a little age difference there. How old did you say you
were?
Lydia: I didn't say, but I'm 36.
Mrs. Booker: Well, that might be a
problem. Most of the Dorcas ladies
are in their sixties or seventies. But,
well, you . . . are you divorced? You
might fit into the Asunder Class.
Lydia: No, I'm not divorced.
Mrs. Booker: No husband?
Lydia: No husband. Pardon me, but—
Mrs. Booker: Dear me, I'm getting low
on class selections for you. There's
the Aquilla-Priscilla Class for couples who have no children at home—
but then you're not a "couple." And
of course you wouldn't fit into the
Methuselah Class. That's for our
older, widowed men.
Lydia: Excuse me, but I'm interested in
a class that studies Bible books.
Mrs. Booker: Oh, I'm sorry I failed to
explain the curriculum. The classes
study various books. Oikos Two is
doing "The Family That Eats Together" and the Methuselah men just
finished "How to Be Happy Though
Ancient" and—
Lydia (interrupting): But is there any
class studying just a book of the
Bible? I don't care what age or interest the people are.
Mrs. Booker: Perhaps you'd like the
Founders Class.
Lydia: Oh, you mean like the founders
of the church—Peter and Paul and
those men?
Mrs. Booker: Not quite. This is for
people who "found the faith." It's a
two-week crash course in doctrine
before we move them on to their
appropriate class.
Lydia: Well, I was hoping for a little
more than a crash course.
Mrs. Booker: Surely there must be a
place for you. Let me think. Perhaps
the Dorcas Class is really where you
belong. Maybe there is a 30-year age
difference but with your background
in sewing and such—
Lydia (looking at watch): I appreciate
all your information. But it's getting
late and I don't want to interrupt a
class or cause any problem. Could I
just sit and read in your church
library until your worship service
starts? Or, could you use an extra
hand in your nursery?
Jeanne Doering is an assistant editor of
Moody Monthly.
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Messiah College
News
On February 17 to 19 Dr. Wesley A.
Roberts of Gordon Conwell Theological
Seminary will be at Messiah College as a
distinguished Christian scholar under the
Staley Lectureship program and as speaker
for Christian Life Emphasis Days.
The Sixteenth Annual Ministers Conference will convene at Messiah College on
February 24 and 25. The keynote speaker is
Dr. Walter W. Becker, Assistant Professor
of Marriage and Family Ministries at Fuller
Theological Seminary. Other speakers will
be: Dr. Owen H. Alderfer, Professor of Religion at Messiah; Rev. Dennis Pape, pastor
of the King Street Baptist Church in Cambridge, Ontario; and Rev. Martin Trostle,
Associate Program Director, Central Pa.
Conf., United Methodist Church.
The art and handicraft of Messiah Village
residents will be exhibited at Messiah College on March 2-28.

Church News
Allegheny Conference

The Cedar Heights congregation reports that
Rev. Richard Long held a Revival Service on Nov.
16-19. Rev. Long's topic was "Be Strong in the
Lord." • A Mortgage Burning Service was held on
Sunday morning, Nov. 9, by the Center Grove
congregation to celebrate the completion of the
building indebtedness.
The Colyer congregation held a surprise grocery
shower for their pastoral couple, Rev. and Mrs.
Jesse Bawel, on Sunday, Nov. 23. A turkey dinner
was held for the senior citizens by the Families
Aglow class on Dec. 13. • The College Singers
presented a sacred concert to the Messiah Village
congregation on Sunday evening, Dec. 7.
Seventy-six persons attended Homecoming
activities Nov. 16 at the Iron Springs congregation, Fairfield, PA. One highlight was the dedication of a new steeple, a donation which had been
installed on the church building by several
members. (Correction of a January 25 misprint.)

Atlantic Conference

The Singing Hetricks presented a concert to the
Holden Park congregation on Sunday evening,
Dec. 28. • Guests sharing with the Hummelstown
congregation on Wednesday evening, Dec. 17,
were John and Lucille Graybill. A time of refreshments and fellowship followed the service. • Two
persons were received into membership by the Mt.
Pleasant congregation on Sunday morning, Dec.
28.

Canadian Conference

The Bridlewood congregation reports holding
spiritual renewal services on Nov. 13-16, with Rev.
W. Dale Allison as the resource person. Nov. 16
was the congregation's 17th anniversary.
An old fashioned sleigh ride was enjoyed by the
youth of the Massey Place congregation on Saturday, Dec. 20. • Over $8,000 was received by the
Rosebank congregation on Sunday, Dec. 7, exceeding their offering goal of $7,777.77.

Central Conference

A week of evangelistic services was held by the
Bethel (Merrill) congregation on Nov. 30-Dec. 7.
Rev. Henry Ginder was the guest speaker. • The
Dayton congregation reports that 175 attended
their annual Christmas play. The pastor's wife,
Kathy Chafin, wrote and directed the play, "The
Promised One."
Nine persons were received into fellowship by
the Highland congregation on Sunday morning,
Dec. 21. • Five persons were recently baptized by
the Northridge congregation. The pastor, Devon
Bontrager, reports that 52 persons attended the
first Christmas program on Dec. 14.

Midwest Conference

The Des Moines congregation was encouraged
to take inventory of their spiritual growth by taking a test placed in the church bulletin by the
pastor, Rev. Verle Brubaker. • The Zion congregation hosted a retreat for the youth of the Midwest Conference on Dec. 29-Jan. 1. The resource
persons were Steve Rankin and Don Gilbert.

Pacific Conference

A recent guest speaker to the Ontario congregation was Lloyd Hostetler. • Dave and Florence
Carlson were recent guests of the Alta Loma congregation. They shared about their work with
Trans World Radio in a Sunday evening service.

Van Lear Congregation
Exceeds Capital Goal
The Van Lear (MD) Brethren in Christ
Church raised over $27,500 recently as part
of its $25,000 capital fund drive for debt
liquidation. These funds, payable during the
next three years, are over and above regular
giving toward operational needs.
Van Lear's "Big Step Forward" campaign
was held in conjunction with its fifth anniversary celebration. Allen Yoder (center),
one of the congregational deacons, served as
the general chairman of the program. Carl E.
Keefer (left), U.S. Director of Stewardship
and Finance, provided the consultative
services.
Rev. Clarence Brubaker (right) is pastor
of the Van Lear congregation.
Mark your calendar . . .
April 23-25—Goshen, IN
Relating to the International Year
of Disabled Persons, a Symposium
On Devalued Persons is being
planned for pastors and others working with the handicapped and aged.
Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger, Syracuse
University, will lead the seminar
which will examine, from a Christian
perspective, significant issues in human services to devalued persons.
For more information, contact
Dean A. Bartel, Symposium Coordinator, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515.

Locust Grove Centennial

The Locust Grove congregation celebrated
one hundred years of ministry with a centennial weekend Sept. 25-28, 1980. Participating in the event were former pastors Leroy
Yoder, Dale Singer and Charles Lehman,
and former bishops Benjamin Thuma and
Charlie Byers. The present pastor is Herbert
Hartman.
A 68-page history is being published.
Advance orders may be sent to the pastor at
Box 41, R.D. 9, York, PA 17402.
Pictured is the congregation present for
the final centennial service.
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John Stoner presents a proposed peace and justice education program at the December consultation at Messiah
College.

One of seven small groups. Clockwise from left foregroundBob Keck, Harvey Sider, Simon Lehman, Jr., Calvin Hamblin Jr., Ronald J. Sider, Warren Hoffman.

" .. in the convergence of events,
the messages of peace and justice
take on an increasing sense of
urgency..
From across the church we came,
fifty-eight different persons—pastors, lay
leaders, bishops, conference and board
representatives. The task—to consider
the implications of the peace and justice
message as a central facet of biblical
faith, and to evaluate the need of a
renewed educational program on peace
and justice in the Brethren in Christ
Church.
The consultation, held December 810 at Messiah College, was co-sponsored
by the Commission on Peace and Social
Concerns and the Board of Bishops. It
had been preceded by a smaller study
conference held in November 1979.
While the basic format was designed
for small group discussion, there were
several formal input sessions, moderThose participating in the consultation, by
regional conference, were:
Allegheny—Owen Alderfer, Harriet Bicksler, Alvin Book, Graybill Brubaker, Eber
Dourte, David Hall, Kenneth Hoover,
Simon Lehman Jr., Marian Musser, Martin
Schrag, Morris Sider, Lynn Thrush, John
Yeatts.
Atlantic—Darrel Brubaker, David Brubaker, John Arthur Brubaker, Merle Brubaker, John A. Byers, Calvin Hamblin Jr.,
Nancy Heisey, Wilmer Heisey, Isaac S.
Kanode, Luke Reefer Jr., Clair Shenk, Ron
J. Sider, Andrew Stoner, John Stoner.

ated by Merle Brubaker. In a keynote
paper, Martin Schrag (long-time professor of religion at Messiah College)
focused on the centrality of Jesus Christ
in the consideration of peace and justice
issues. An evening discussion on "The
Question of Political Involvement" was
led by Walter Winger (pastor and president of Niagara Christian College) and
Ronald J. Sider (president of Evangelicals for Social Action and faculty member of Eastern Baptist Theological
Seminary). The film "The War Game"
graphically dramatized some of the destructive potential in a nuclear missile
attack.
John Stoner presented a proposal for
a peace and justice educational program
involving the total church—individuals,
Canadian—Mark Charlton, Leonard Chester, Lester Fretz, Walter Kelly, Harry Nigh,
Anne Marie Shaw, Dale Shaw, Harvey
Sider, Roy Sider, Winifred Swalm, Darrell
Winger, Walter Winger.
Central—Devon Bontrager, Arthur Climenhaga, Daryl Climenhaga, David Climenhaga. Jay McDermond, Henry N. Miller,
Glen Pierce, Paul Smucker.
Midwest—Chris Frey, Warren Hoffman,
Henry F. Landis, Kevin Ryan.
Pacific—Jerel Book, Frederic Feeney,
Mary Sue Fisher, Bob Keck, Emerson
Lesher, Kevin Longenecker, Don Shafer.

families, congregations, regional and
general conference boards and agencies.
While recognizing additional work must
be done on the proposal, the consultation participants endorsed the principle
of a comprehensive educational program. Further consideration and possible implementation rests with the Commission on Peace and Social Concerns,
the Board of Christian Education and
the Board of Bishops.
Discussion and debate was vigorous
at times. Leonard Chester, responding
to Dr. Schrag's paper, and John Arthur
Brubaker, responding to John Stoner's
proposal, helped to sharpen areas of
agreement and points of divergent opinion. Small group discussions gave opportunity for all participants to share
their viewpoints.
Bishop Don Shafer chaired the findings committee, composed of Mark
Charlton, Warren Hoffman and Marian Musser. They worked long and hard
to accurately reflect the concensus of the
group. Though not a polished position
statement, their final report was received
as an accurate reflection of the consultation.
The final session was a time of reflection and celebration. Several persons
spoke of their sense of the Lord's presence in the activities of the two days.
Two participants, relatively new to the
denomination, expressed gratitude for
the way they have been received into the
church, and for the way they see the
brotherhood dealing with major issues
in a spirit of love and forbearance. Some
even spoke of a renewed appreciation
for persons in the group whom they had
perceived as being perhaps too "prophetic."
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Introduction To The
Findings Committee Report

It was our responsibility to listen
and then attempt to bring together
words which could somehow express
the consensus of the people present at
the Consultation. We were helped by
feedback from the group as we tested
our sense of the meetings—the papers
as well as the discussions. We were also
aided by notes and suggestions from
several members of the group. Two
brothers volunteered to type the material so it could be in the hands of participants before adjournment.

The report was completed before
the final session, which could be described as an expression of gratitude
for God's leading in the consultation.
The report which follows is likely not
as strong as some would like certain
subjects stated. For others, it may
sound too heavy. But it is a current
expression of our brothers and sisters
that we need to dialogue and act on the
biblical message of peace and justice.
This statement should be the beginning of a process to enable the Brethren
in Christ to become more aware of our
heritage and the biblical mandate re-

Consultation on Peace and Justice Education
Findings Committee Report
December 10, 1980

The Brethren in Christ stand within
historic Christian faith. At the same
time, we bear the witness of several
renewal movements in the history of
the church which have called God's
people back to certain Biblical principles. Of particular note for this consultation is the renewal which brought
into being the historic peace churches
of which the Brethren in Christ are a
part.
The Findings Committee senses a
clear affirmation that the messages of
peace and justice are integral facets of
Biblical truth. This affirmation is summarized in the following statements:
1. In his call to peacemaking, Jesus
Christ summons his redeemed, Spiritfilled followers to incarnate reconciled
relationships and to work actively for
God's peaceful wholeness (Shalom) in
ways consistent with the life and teachings of Jesus. This applies in the home,
the church and the world. As a group
of Brethren in Christ, we reaffirm our
historic attitude that "repudiates all
acts of violence that seek the injury of
others," and thus believe that "participating in military service is inconsistent with the teaching of Scriptures
concerning nonresistance."
2. In the Scriptures, justice means
right relationships in society: in the
Old Testament, God repeatedly calls
his people to a concern for right relationships in society, and Jesus affirmed
that call (Matt. 23:23). The Law and
the Prophets indicate that right societal relationships include courts and
economic relationships that strive
toward justice, the acceptance of per-
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sonhood, and the fulfillment of basic
human needs for all. Especially frequent in the prophetic summons to
justice is the call to seek justice for the
deprived (i.e., the poor, the widows,
the orphans, the down-trodden).
We sense that we are living in a
period of history that gives some added
significance to our discussion on peace
and justice. We note in particular the
growing threat of nuclear war; the
intensifying competition for diminishing resources; the increasing concern
about the gap between rich and poor;
the unquestioning acceptance of many
unchristian aspects of our culture within the church and fraternal groups; the
increasing world-wide use of individual and corporate violence as an acceptable model of problem-solving.
Thus, in this convergence of events,
the messages of peace and justice take
on an increasing sense of urgency.
We perceive an openness to initiate
and implement an educational process
on peace and justice for the brotherhood. We further perceive that the
ideas in the plan proposed at this consultation suggest ways to move us into
this educational process, which would
be on-going. The primary thrust of this
education is to renew a Biblical awareness and understanding of the basis of
peacemaking and seeking justice, and
to provide options for action. We see
that the educational process can take
place at a number of levels, although
some specific details of the proposed
program may be open to modification.
In order to expedite such initiation,
we sense that the consultation group

gar ding peace andjustice. The Consultation was a small cross section of the
church, coming together to hear what
the Holy Spirit was saying to us. We
seek to be obedient.
The Lord of History calls us to be
faithful in both hearing and doing his
will. Our prayer is that as it is in
heaven, so may it be on earth. We ask
each pastor and congregation to be
involved in a process of education that
will enable us as a people to discern the
Word of God for these days.
— Don Shafer,
Chairman, Findings Committee
believes this position statement should
be committed to appropriate agencies
represented in this consultation, for
that type of consideration and action
which would embody the principle(s)
in the statement—namely, the Commission on Peace and Social Concerns
of the Board for Missions, the Board
of Christian Education, and the Board
of Bishops/Board of Administration.
We sense the Commission on Peace
and Social Concerns will be the initiating body, and that funding would
come from the participating agencies.
We encourage one another to go
from this consultation committed to
the ideas of peace and justice that have
been espoused here these days.
Unresolved Issues:
We recognize that there will be continuing dialogue on a number of key
issues surrounding questions of peace
and justice. Some of these are:
1. What kind of power do we use
in the kingdom of Christ and the
kingdom of this world?
2. What is the Brethren in Christ
approach to and interpretation
of Scriptures that differ from
other evangelical Christians?
3. How does our perception of the
mission of the church lead us to
establish our priorities?
4. How do we live by the principles
of the kingdom of God without
compromising or adopting the
non-Christian practices of our
culture? What values identify
the obedient people of God?
5. How do we lead people into full
obedience without alienating
them?
6. What is the role of the state in
controlling evil, and what is the
nature of Christian participation
in that role?
7

BOARD FOR MISSIONS ANNUAL U

Getting c
with
Part of the mission board (seated at the tables) in Lancaster's "room of many colors.

Decisions affect destinies. From the
decision of the Apostle Paul at Troas
(Acts 16:8-10) to the mission board's
1897 decision about a work in Africa to
the December 11-13, 1980 mission board
meeting in Lancaster, PA, countless
people's lives have been affected. It
would be nearly impossible to find a
reader of the Evangelical Visitor whose
life has not felt the impact of at least one
of the decisions outlined above.
What happened at the annual Board
for Missions meeting in Lancaster? Several hundred people from more than 30
congregations participated in parts of
the three day event, working through 75
pages of agenda. They learned that sending people out across the world to herald
the Good News in the '80s is complex,
costly, exciting and hazardous. Each
participant had a chance to learn first
hand what is involved in turning problems into opportunities. They got a taste
of what it is like to try to obtain enough
information to make intelligent decisions. They were confronted with the
"faith and works" challenge found in the
Epistle of James, without which decisions about missions are sterile.

While intense activity was going on in
the board sessions, held in the "room of
many colors" in the Lancaster Brethren
in Christ Church, people from across
the international brotherhood, marshalled to prayer by the Missions Prayer Fellowship's The Challenge, were interceding for the board's work and for its
executive officers.
What decisions were made at Lancaster? Many pages of minutes will record
and document the action, some of which
were:
• the appointment of 11 persons to
new terms of overseas assignments.
• program projections to support
field personnel on five continents
for the period 1981-83.
• approval of a program assistance
budget for partnership with sister
churches overseas, helping them
to accomplish their part of our
mutual missions task.
• adoption of policies to equip and
support assigned personnel.
• approval of a proposal to the
Board of Administration regarding the reduction of the size of the
mission board in 198?,.

• creation of a Search Committee to
guide in the selection of an Executive Secretary, effective as of the
1982 General Conference.
• decisions regarding program
changes at the Navajo Mission.
• approval of several extension
church proposals from the Allegheny Regional Conference.
• authorization of funds for research
and the training of a couple for
Hispanic ministries in North
America.
• by Finance Committee recommendation, the board authorized
the Investment Committee to liquidate reserve fund investments
when conditions are more favorable, and to borrow funds as
necessary.
• also by Finance Committee recommendation, the board approved
the principle of using the direct
mail approach for the raising of
mission funds.
What was learned by having open
board sessions while discussing all of
these issues? The answers to that question can be given best by those who
attended and participated. However, I
will offer the following observations
from my perspective:
1. Missions issues represent the heartbeat of the Brethren in Christ
Church. We see outreach as one
arm of the ministry for which reason the church exists.
2. Only a very small amount of the
material needed for a board to function is restricted or confidential in
nature. Such material can be handled
judiciously in executive session.
The Manheim congregation hosted the
board for an evening meal and brief program in their new fellowship hall.
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by J. Wilmer Heisey

3. The additional resource and interest generated by assembling people
in one room with 300 years of
cumulative missions service is timely
and is useful in the making of careful, deliberate decisions.

A portion of the "gallery" present for the business sessions of the board.

4. Ownership of a church's missions
program belongs to all of its members. A mission board is accountable to those people, and is responsible for harnessing their vast latent
energies.

5. When the chips are down, it is the
individual decisions of hundreds of
persons in their own private lives
that makes a missions witness live.
Those individual decisions are as
costly as Jesus said they would be
(John 12:24, Matt. 16:24, Luke
9:23-25, 18:24-30).
Where is Brethren in Christ Missions
going?

The message to the church from the
Lancaster meetings is that the work of
missions, while growing in complexity,
is central to the ministry of the Brethren
in Christ. We see mission of the church
happening through the labors of our
people in their homes and local congregations. But we cannot escape the imperative to get on with the task of joining
hands for that larger mission to which
Christ commissioned us—going into all
the world. To do that responsibly is an
awesome task—in organization, work
and sacrifice.
In our hearts burns the message of
our Lord, "From everyone who has
been given much, much will be demanded; and from the one who has been
entrusted with much, much more will be
asked" (Luke 12:48, NIV). Having decided to follow Jesus, for us there is no
turning back.
Top left—Wilmer Heisey, executive secretary,
checks the agenda.
Top right—Bishop David Climenhaga and Nancy Schildt (MPF representative) confer. Alice Dourte, office staff, is seen in the background.
Center left—Merle Brubaker (host pastor) and Charles Rickel enjoy a humorous point.
Center right—Douglas Sider, Roger Sider and Samuel Brubaker concentrate on a presentation.
Lower—Bishop Don Shafer makes a point while Ralph Sider and (in the
background) guest Carl Ginder listen.
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EDINBURGH 1980—the convening
of 300 mission leaders and 200 students
from all over the world for a consultation on frontier missions. The goal: "A
Church for Every People by the Year
2000." The field: 2.4 billion people consisting of 16,750 groups of unreached or
"hidden" people who cannot be reached
by near neighbor evangelism. The means:
people, thousands of people from all
over the world, motivated by prayer and
the love of Christ to do cross-cultural
evangelism. Such was the challenge of
Edinburgh '80.
One of the significant and heartening
realities at this consultation was the
presence of non-western mission societies. It is no longer just westerners who
are doing cross-cultural evangelism; rather
it is the Christian church all over the
world. We therefore ought not be surprised to find Koreans sending missionaries to Indonesia or Nigerians to Ghana
or Indians to Singapore. This is the
dynamic in missions today. Moreover,
without non-western missions, the goal
"A Church for Every People by the Year
2000" would be impossible.
Another significant aspect of this
consultation was the presence of the
student delegation which met simultaneously with the World Consultation on
Frontier Missions. While meeting with
the regular delegates during plenary and
evening rally sessions, the students met
separately to deliberate on strategy and
to share ideas for taking back to the
Christian and secular campuses represented. A special privilege was meeting
informally with the mission leaders of
today and sharing mutual concerns.
But you may be asking (as did many
of the delegates at Edinburgh), is the
goal "A Church for every People by the
Year 2000" realistic? The answer is yes,
and it may not be as difficult as it may
seem. First, the task is not just a western
one; it involves Christians from every
continent. Dr. Ralph Winter, in his article, "Missions Today: The Long Look,"
states that there are over 400 known
agencies in the non-western world which
are sending over 10,000 missionaries.
Furthermore, "closed countries" are becoming less of a problem because of this
world's increasing interdependence. Dr.
Winter notes there are literally no countries today which admit no foreigners.
For instance, Saudi Arabia, which is
considered a "closed" country, is avidly
recruiting thousands of skilled people
from other nations.
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"A Church
for
Every People
by the
Year 2000"
by Curtis and Chris Book

The question then becomes, what will
these new missionaries look like, how
will they be characterized? Four categories are cited by the Reverend Panya
Baba in his paper "Frontier Mission
Personnel":
1. Mobilization of Christians to settle
among a hidden people in their own
country. An example of this would
be a rural family moving to a ghetto
in a large city, or a Ndebele family
moving to live among the Batonga of
the Kariba Dam area in Zimbabwe.
2. A tent-making ministry. This is a
government or private work missionary who is employed in another
country. Such would be a Christian
agriculturist working in Morocco or
a Christian electrical engineer working in Kuwait.
3. Volunteer short-term missionary.
4. Full-time professional missionary:
church planter, evangelist, etc.
All four categories are vital in Christian missions today. Moreover, they are
necessary if there is to be "A Church for
Every People by the Year 2000."
WHAT then can Brethren in Christ
Missions do? What can my local congregation do? What can I do? Several
practical methods of involvement were
presented at Edinburgh '80.
First, we as the Brethren in Christ
Church, along with other groups of
Christians, must involve ourselves in
mission-oriented prayer cells. The Biblical mandate for making prayer the
foundation of both church and mission

is clear. Operation World by P. J. Johnston, a handbook for world intercession, will help you pray intelligently
about what you read in newspapers,
missionary prayer circulars and magazines, assisting you to become a world
Christian with a perspective on the
Christian Church worldwide. Don't underestimate the power of prayer, for that
is where Christian mission starts.
Second, it is imperative that we be
better informed as to who these 16,750
hidden or unreached peoples are. Where
do they live? What language do they
speak? What are their felt needs? Since
1974 the Strategy Working Group of the
Lausanne Committee for World Evangelism has been working with the Missions Advanced Research and Communication Center (MARC) in order to
understand and locate these hidden
peoples. More general information about
the hidden peoples, such as the location
of the main pockets of this 2.4 billion,
can be obtained from the U.S. Center
for World Missions. For information on
hidden peoples write to MARC: (919
West Huntington Drive, Monrovia,
California 91016) orthe U.S. Centerfor
World Missions (1605 E. Elizabeth
Street, Pasadena, California 91104).
Third, we need to become aware of
the hidden peoples living in our own
communities. Literally thousands of
international students are in our universities, many of them from countries
closed to missionaries, who upon returning frequently assume positions of leadership. Cross-cultural evangelizing and
discipling of these people in our own
communities may have a greater impact
than most foreign missionary endeavors. Reaching out to these people could
be initiated by either a church or an
individual.
As delegates to the Edinburgh Consultation, it is our sincere desire that we
as a brotherhood be motivated to consider and affirm this vision—"A Church
for Every People by the Year 2000."
Along with the church worldwide, may
we as Brethren in Christ pray and plan
to that end.
Curtis Book attended the World Consultation on Frontier Missions as a representative
of Brethren in Christ Missions. Curtis and
his wife, Leslie, are under assignment of
Brethren in Christ Missions in London, England. His brother, Chris, a student at Kansas
State University, attended the simultaneous
student consultation at Edinburgh.
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For The Record . . .
Births

Davidson: Craig Lawrence, born Oct. 1, to Bill
and Susie Davidson, Alta Loma congregation,
Ca.
Ciampa: David Nicolaus, born Sept. 19, to
Dale and Rhoda Ciampa, Center Grove congregation, Pa.
Crider: Marcia Jean, born Dec. 17, to Daryl
and Nova Crider, Air Hill congregation, Pa.
Falconer: Justin Philip John, born Dec. 11, to
Dave and Barb Falconer, Westheights congregation, Ont.
Henderson: Curtis John, born Nov. 7, to Vernon and Mary (Clapp) Henderson, Wainfleet
congregation, Pa.
Long: Chadwick Wayne, born Sept. 30, to
Dick and Pat Long, Cedar Heights congregation,
Pa.
McConnell: Brein Lee, born Dec. 9, to Phil and
Colette McConnell, Highland congregation, Oh.
Priolo: Drew Ryan, born Nov. 5, to Robert
and Pam Priolo, Alta Loma congregation, Ca.
Rote: Jessica Lynn, born Oct. 4, to Bob and
Kathy Rote, Cedar Heights congregation, Pa.
Walker: Pamela Lynn, born Dec. 4, to Dr. and
Mrs. Enlow Walker, Center Grove congregation,
Pa.
Willard: Randon Tyler, born Dec. 12, to Rev.
Tom and Mary Alice (Slagenweit) Willard,
Hummelstown congregation, Pa.

Weddings

Guile-VanDenEikhof: Judy VanDenEikhof
and Flint Guile, Dec. 13, in the Alta Loma
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. J. Ralph
Weiiger officia?:??
Miller-Kough: Lujean, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Evan Rough, and Ronald Earl, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Miller, both of Three Springs, Pa.,
May 10, in the Cromwell United Bible Church
with Rev. Marion R. Walker officiating.
Parsons-Jones: Penny Francis Jones, Shade
Gap, Pa., and Glenn Chester Parsons, Blairs
Mills, Pa., April 4, in the Shade Gap United
Methodist Church with Rev. Marion R. Walker
officiating.
Smith-Saeger: Mrs. Emma Saeger and LaVerne Smith, both of Massillon, Oh., Dec. 27, in
the home of Rev. Atlee Hershberger who
officiated.
Walker-Walker: Deborah Jean, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Walker, Fairbanks,
Alaska, and Mark C., son of Rev. and Mrs. Marion R. Walker, Three Springs, Pa., Oct. 18, in
North Pole, Alaska, with father of the groom and
Rev. John Betters officiating.

Obituaries

Barham: Leslie G. Barham, Mufulira. Zambia,
born June 20, 1906, died Nov. 21, 1980 in South
Africa. He was married to Lois G. Frey who survives. Also surviving are a daughter, Ruth Bell; a
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son, Raymond; five grandchildren; two brothers;
and two sisters. The funeral service was held in the
Wellwood Missionary Home. Interment was in
Muizenberg.
Boyer: Charles W. Boyer, Norristown, Pa.,
born April 18, 1898, died Nov. 24, 1980. He was
married to Anna Ruth Tyson who preceded him in
death Aug. 17, 1980. He is survived by a son,
Harold; and three daughters: Mrs. Kyle Kirkpatrick, Mrs. Mabel Brunner, and Mrs. Helen
Glass. The funeral service was conducted in the
Holcombe Funeral Home by Rev. Fred Geib.
Interment was in the Indian Field Cemetery.
Bundy: Wilfrid Ernest Bundy, Messiah Village. born in London, England, died Dec. 18,
1980, at the age of 82. He was married to Lucinda
R. Gray who preceded him in death in 1975. He is
survived by the following children: Rev. George
E., Mrs. Shirley M. Hadden, Rev. John L., Rev.

Winger: Alvin LeRoy Winger, born November 17, 1883, near Ridgeway, Ontario,
died December 4, 1980 at Stouffville, Ontario. In 1908 he married Louisa Steckley who
died in 1973. He is survived by a son, Clifford; four daughters: Mrs. Anna Heise, Mrs.
Helen Lebieck, Mrs. Marion Handy, and
Mrs. Rhoda Henderson; 24 grandchildren;
41 great-grandchildren; and 2 great-greatgrandchildren. He was preceded in death by
three daughters: Mrs. Viola Cober, Lillian
and Norma.
Converted at the age of 13, he became a
member of the Bertie Brethren in Christ
Church. In 1915 he was ordained to the
ministry. In 1921 the family moved to Gormley and in 1925 he was chosen as Bishop of
the Heise Hill Church, in which office he
served faithfully until 1957. He continued to
give assistance in the ministry until well in
his 80's. Bishop Winger served on the Ministerial Examining Board for 30 years.
The funeral service was conducted in the
Heise Hill Church by Rev. James Cober,
Bishop E. J. Swalm and Rev. Elwood Flewelling, with tributes by Bishop Harvey
Sider, Rev. Walter Kelly (grandson), and
Rev. Roy Nigh. Interment was in Heise Hill
Cemetery.
Tributes
In the passing of Bishop Alvin Winger the
church has lost a respected leader. Even
though he has been inactive in the life of the
church for a number of years, the influence
of this godly man lives on in the lives of those
who knew him.
His Bible teaching ministry was a prime
contribution to the life of the church. This
was carried on in the pulpit, in correspondence courses and as a teacher in the Bible
School at Gormley. Even to the age of
retirement, he related remarkably well to the
younger generation. As bishop of the Markham District, he served as an able administrator for many years. His sense of humour,
depth of understanding and compassion
were models of Christian maturity.

James M„ Ramon E., and David E.; 25 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren; two sisters; and a
brother. A sister preceded him in death.
Heller: Charles H. Heller, born May 3, 1880,
died Dec. 7, 1980, in the Heatherbank Nursing
Home. He was the son of George and Elizabeth
Dunlap Heller, and married to Lyda Parmer
Heller. He is survived by a son, Charles G.; a
daughter, Mrs. Ethel V. Haldeman; a grandson;
three great-grandchildren; and two great-greatgrandchildren. He was a member of the Shenks
Brethren in Christ Church. The funeral service
was conducted by Rev. Isaac Kanode. Interment
was in Mt. Tunnel Cemetery.
Swalm: Ruth G. Swalm, Orlando, Fl„ born
Dec. 21, 1898, died Nov. 28, 1980. The funeral
service was conducted in the Fairchild Chapel,
Orlando, by Rev. Daniel L. Hoover. Interment
was in the Greenwood Cemetery, Orlando.

Alvin LeRoy
Winger

Today, the Brethren in Christ Church
pays tribute to Brother Alvin Winger and
gives thanks to God for the life and service of
this brother.
Harvey R. Sider, Bishop
Canadian Conference, for
The Board of Bishops
There is within the Canadian church a
group of believers who were Alvin Winger's
students in the early days of Niagara Christian College, then known as Ontario Bible
School. With joy we recall his delightful ability to teach and apply the sacred Scriptures.
Who can forget his unfolding of the
interrelationship of the Old and New Testaments until we saw, not a fragmented bundle
of myths, but a unified whole, complete in
the final revelation of the incomparable
Jesus of Nazareth, the beloved Son of God.
Much of our thinking was influenced by
his teaching—our theology was established
and strengthened. We loved him. And now
he has "graduated." What a moment it must
have been when the full reality of the Lord
Jesus became his eternal possession.
We thank our Heavenly Father that Bishop
Alvin Winger ever crossed our pathway, and
with humble hearts we consider the end of
his Christian walk. By the grace of God we
too will follow such a pathway until our
Coronation Day.
On behalf of his students,
John Patfield,
Wasaga Beach, Ontario
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Is an effective Sunday school one that
is growing? Or, is a growing Sunday
school one that is effective? Just because
a Sunday school is growing does not
necessarily mean that it is effective. A
highly-organized promotional program
plus a bus ministry plus an organized
visitation effort could cause a Sunday
school to grow. Whether a Sunday
school is effective however, in doing
what Christian Education programs are
planned to do is another matter.
Thus, you will note in the ten characteristics that are listed in this article that
numerical growth is not one of the
marks indicated. If there is any possibility of a Sunday school growing, any
Sunday school characterized by these
ten marks would be a shining example.
It should be noted that there are those
who quarrel with this approach. Some
would say that unless a local church sets
very specific numerical goals for its
Sunday school and for each class and
group within it, there is no possibility of
that church's Sunday school increasing
in size. That viewpoint is not without
support, but it is the affirmation of this
article that no Sunday school can grow—
numerically or in any other way—that
does not have at least in minimal ways
the following marks or characteristics.
It is our hope here that the study of
each of these ten marks of an effective
Sunday school will help each local church
carefully evaluate this important ministry. Workers and planners in your local
church may want to evaluate your Sunday school in light of each of these ten
marks. What would be the strengths and
what would be the weaknesses of your
local church's work? How will you go
about strengthening the weaknesses and
enhancing the strengths?
Let's look at the ten marks of an effective Sunday school:

1

Teachers and workers care

about people. A deep, God-like
respect for all persons young and old
is essential. It needs to be an unconditional caring. Caring that is based upon
the condition of attendance, good behaviour or conformity is a kind of caring
too shallow to be called Christian. John
Wesley in 1784 referred to Sunday
schools as nurseries for Christians. Caring is the primary ingredient.
Reprinted by permission of Christian Leadership.
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There is evidence of a growing
faith in all teachers and workers.

It is not enough for someone to say they
believe in God and that Jesus Christ is
their Lord and Saviour. There must be
living evidence of a growing faith. The
fruits of the Spirit listed in the New Testament and the Sermon on the Mount
give us some of the strong evidences of a
growing faith. Persons without faith, or
with only faith talk, cannot be instrumental in enhancing the development of
faith in others.
Teachers and workers have a
clear understanding of and appreciation for the church and the local

congregation. The local church does
have its own identity even though it is
very much in the mainstream of the
Christian community. Teachers and
workers need to have knowledge of our
faith heritage in the denomination.
Teachers and workers in an effective
Sunday school know and appreciate the
denominational teachings and are familiar with the life and ministry of the local
congregation. The practice of putting
persons immediately to work teaching
in the local church needs to be questioned. Each local congregation has its
own personality and uniqueness. Teachers and workers must sense that uniqueness if they are to teach effectively.

4

A high level of friendliness
and congeniality in groups of the
church and in the whole congregation is
a needed characteristic. Many of our

congregations advertise in the paper and

in the pulpit that they are friendly
churches. A truly friendly church does
not talk about its friendliness. That
friendliness is known and celebrated by
all who attend.

5

There is an active partnership
with home and parents. An effec-

tive Sunday school does not try to go it
alone. It actively seeks the involvement
in planning, evaluating, and programming of all homes and parents. The
home is more than a support group for
the Sunday school. It is an active partner.

6

A board or committee of Christian Education coordinates planning and establishes guidelines. In an

effective Sunday school a curriculum
plan and resource materials are carefully
evaluated and selected by the board of
Christian Education so that there can be
a sense of direction over a period of
several months and years. Teachers and
workers will find many resource materials to be helpful to them in their planning and teaching but the basic curriculum plan and Sunday school materials
are selected by the board of Christian
Education. The board also carefully
selects the teachers and workers for the
various departments and age groups. It
makes sure that the needs of all generations are a part of the planning process.

7

A variety of groups and settings

is needed. There is no single best
way of grouping persons for learning in
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Caring is the primary ingredient.

The marks
of an
effective

Sunday
school
by Kenneth G. Prunty

the local congregation. Persons need to
be grouped in the way that enhances the
possibilities of their growth in Christ.
An effective Sunday school has some
intergenerational groups where younger
and older persons may have the opportunity to share together. Though Sunday morning continues as a prime time
for learning groups to take place in the
local church, it is not the only setting for
Christian education. Afternoon and
evening groups, weekend experiences,
through-all-the-week study times, day
camps, retreats are all settings in which
learning can take place. With the many
work schedules, travel situations and
interests, a variety of groupings and settings becomes increasingly important.

8

Curriculum resources are needed that support the basic teachings of the denomination. Not only is it

important that teachers and workers
have a clear understanding and appreciation for the denomination, but it is
essential that the curriculum materials
used in the local congregation reflect the
heritage and identity of the denomination. There are many new persons coming to our churches today throughout
the country, and for this we are all glad.
Many of these persons, however, have
little understanding of the church they
are now attending. A person in one of
our churches recently said, "If I wanted
to know what another church group
taught I would attend that church. I
have come to this church by choice and I
want to know what its teachings are
about through denominational curriculum materials."
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9

A spirit of community and a
sense of partnership among teachers and workers, pastor and people is

most important. No one learns in isolation. We learn in community. The effective Sunday school is one that helps
build community in the local church. All
that the church does is seen as a part of
the church's teaching ministry, and all
that happens in the Sunday school is
seen as being a vital part of the congregation's total ministry. The pastor is
seen as the teacher in the church and as
one who has a vital interest and concern
for the teaching ministry. Those who
serve as teachers and workers are celebrated and appreciated. They are part of
a great team of workers who build up
the church as the body of Christ.
The effective Sunday school
has a feedback system that is

alive and well. Persons respond to learning activities in a variety of ways. If the
feedback system is weak or non-existent,
planners and teachers in the Sunday
school will not know what is being
accomplised in the lives of people. An
effective feedback system helps all to
know what is being learned and appreciated. Too often feedback is identified

only with negative concerns. The effective Sunday school is one that has a
feedback system that allows for the free
flow of positive and negative evaluations. No Sunday school is so good that
it can't be better. No Sunday school is so
bad that there is no hope. The more
freedom persons feel to share their
happy and not-so-happy experiences in
the Sunday school with each other and
with planners and leaders, the more
effective that Sunday school can be.
A board of Christian Education, a
group of Sunday school teachers, a
meeting of concerned parents and other
persons might want to rank these ten
characteristics or marks as they might
best describe your Sunday school at the
present time. Put in the number one
position the mark that would be the
greatest strength of your Sunday school
now. In the number two position, the
mark that would be the second greatest
strength. The tenth position would be
the least strength or the greatest weakness in our Sunday school. What can be
done to strengthen some of those at the
bottom of the list? What might be done
to even further improve some of those
characteristics at the top of the list?
All of us want the Sunday school to
be as strong and effective as those persons who care about it.

Sunday School of the Year—1980
Each year the General Conference Board of Christian Education recognizes those Sunday schools which have reported significant achievement in
attendance growth and quality performance. This is done by naming them
"Sunday School of the Year."
Sunday schools chosen for this recognition are selected on the basis of:
1. Significant growth in average attendance—10% or more.
2. Significant growth indicated by numerical gain in attendance.
3. An indication of proficiency in the areas of organization, leadership
development, curriculum, teaching methods, availability of facilities
and equipment, use of facilities and equipment, and outreach and
evangelism.
Because average attendance increases expressed in percentages work to
the advantage of the smaller Sunday school, recognition is also possible for
the larger growing Sunday school through numerical gain. This is an addition
to the award criteria of past years.
As an added feature, there is an opportunity to report on special developments which have taken place this past year and which characterize your
Sunday school.
Application forms have been mailed to every Sunday school superintendent and pastor. Each Sunday school is encouraged to use this as an opportunity to evaluate and improve Sunday school attendance and performance.
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To be considered for
publication,
letters must be signed
and should be 300 words or less.

Readers Respond
and acknowledge our trust to be in
God only,
may walk in the light, and therein
examine
our foundation and motives in holding great estates!
May we look upon our treasures,
the furniture of our houses, and our
garments, and try whether the seeds
of war
have nourishment in these our possessions.
We believe that today the Spirit is calling believers everywhere to renounce
war in any form. Refusing to pay for
war by living below a taxable income is
one step on the path of obedience.
It is our experience that where there is
the willingness to obey, the Lord makes
a way. "Faithful is he that calleth you,
who also will do it." (I Thess. 5:24)
Mark and Karen Redfearn
Conestoga, PA

A legal alternative
to paying war taxes

We deeply appreciate Harriet Bicksler's effort to educate the Brethren in
Christ about the World Peace Tax Fund
(Dec. 25). Christ calls us to be peacemakers, not warmongers. However, we
must disagree with her claim that "Under
the present tax laws there is no legal
alternative to paying for war."
There is indeed a legal alternative: one
may choose to live below a taxable
income. By the grace of God we have
been doing so since we were married
nearly four years ago.
To those who object that voluntary
poverty is neither practical nor possible
because of children and /or a heavily
mortgaged house, please consider what
the Spirit said to the 18th Century
Quaker John Woolman:
O that we who declare against wars,

Mmm
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Thank you for printing C. W. Boyer's
article on our move to Messiah Village
(Nov. 25). When I saw the cover and
lead article for that issue, "Believer
Burn-out," I said "Yes, and on the back
cover there is a 'burned-out' couple."
But then I saw the text from Isaiah,
"They shall walk and not faint," and all
seemed well.
I understand that in some places the
false rumor has started that Martha has
arthritis and needs a cane.
Henry A Ginder
Mechanicsburg, PA
(Mrs. Ginder was pictured holding a
carved teak wood cane, a souvenir from
Zimbabwe. Henry tells me the suitcase
he was holding in the picture was
empty—that's really traveling light!
—ed.Jj
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Nuclear War and Romans 13
John K. Stoner has stated in the with brother Stoner's position is in the
December 10, 1980 Visitor that he be- ispirit of Jesus and perhaps our church
lieves Christian objectors to nuclear !should consider taking a stand of lendwar, and to the preparation for it, iing support to this viewpoint.
should say so very clearly to the state by
How must we understand Romans
refusing to register regarding the draft.
13?
Indeed, he says: "there is no reason why
Can we resist draft registration withChristians should register to fight World <out violating Paul's direction for the
War III. There is every reason why they Church in saying: "he who rebels against
should not. We have no obligation to 1the authority is rebelling against what
take even the first step toward nuclear God has instituted, and those who do so
war."
will bring judgment on themselves,"
These two words, "nuclear war," are ((Rom. 13:2 NIV)?
Indeed, can a Christian discover ways
ugly ones. The more one learns about
the terrors of such a war, the more one iof resisting without rebelling? I believe
seems to see the very face of evil.
1he can.
On another track, is resisting registraI wish to thank my brother for having
the courage to speak so clearly, and for ition even the kind of thing Paul was
speaking with such grace. (It was this !speaking against?
same graciousness that pervaded the
I do not believe Romans 13:3, 4 are
recent consultation on Peace and Jus- being directed to the kind of powerful
tice Education held at Messiah College.) :systems we know today. But, I must
There are several thoughts and ques- <confess, this understanding has not been
tions that I would like to share in the iclearly articulated within our church,
context of stating that I think agreement ithe Brethren in Christ. At least I do not
14
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believe it has. And I would be grateful
for counsel in this area, as long as it
would be counsel that stands the test of
good biblical interpretation.
I wish to speak one more thought.
Can Paul be saying that Christians in
the Soviet Union have no fear of nuclear
threat by us because they need not fear
the "authorities"? Do we fear this threat
by them? Or do we really believe this
fear is somehow "sin" because Christians should be filled with perfect love? I
certainly hope that most of us do not
hold that sort of "faith" stated to me this
past month that nuclear war against
Russia would not have evil effects upon
the Russian believers because they are
believers. It was stated by a beloved
brother in Christ.
We must not forget that Romans
13:8-14 is also in the context of Romans
13.
Jerel Book
Ontario, Calif.
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Some advice?
The pastor asked me to send this little
clipping to you that he thought was
noteworthy:
"Benjamin Franklin, a noted American of the past, dropped out of a Boston
grammar school at the age of 10. He ran
away from home when he was 17 and
started his own newspaper three years
later. Franklin's favorite trick was to
write and sign letters to himself for
inclusion in his own 'to the editor'
column."
—C. A. (Pennsylvania)
I'm not sure if my brother is suggesting a method for obtaining a variety of
letters... or making an accusation! But
I am innocent (thus far)!

UPDATE ON 1980
CONTRIBUTIONS
Board of Christian Education

J. Ralph Wenger, board treasurer,
reports preliminary figures of $52,978
received in the U.S. and $10,000 in Canada toward the 1980 BCE budget of
$73,000.
"Sincere appreciation from the
General Conference Board of Christian
Education is expressed to the brotherhood for this support. To us as a board,
it is an affirmation of your love and
concern for the ministry of Christian
education."
Winifred Swalm
Executive Director
Board for Missions

Wilmer Heisey, executive secretary,
shares preliminary figures as follows:
Operational Budget: receipts totalling
$982,300, just $ 18,000 short of the budget
of $1,001,200. (Over $300,000 was received in the last 30 days of the budget
period.)
Capital Budget: about $30,000 of
contributed funds were received for overseas capital budget projects (a capital
budget having been authorized by the
1980 General Conference).
Other Funds: $21,237 was contributed to the Retired Missionary Fund, of
which about 3/4 was raised by the Missions Prayer Fellowship project. Contributions to the Educational Assistance
Fund were $3,820. Contributions to the
various smaller projects have not yet
been fully tabulated.
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Editorial

An unqualified success

Strong words—but appropriate for evaluating the "open session" format of the recent Board for Missions' annual meeting in Lancaster, PA.
Since 1973, annual mission board meetings have been hosted by various
congregations across the church. Evening mission rallies and informal
sharing with the host congregations have been meaningful, both to the
public and to board members. But to invite observers to the actual business
sessions of the board—this was a major change in approach. (A related
report and photographs appear on pages 8-9.)

The experiment was welcomed by the dozens of persons who attended
one or more of the open business sessions. (Several hundred had shared in
the missions rally held the first evening.) A high percentage of those present
for the daily sessions had served in a missions assignment, some as shortterm VSers, others as career missionaries. Invited to share in the discussion, several persons asked questions or addressed issues from their
perspective.
Comments heard during breaks and over meals underscored the value of
the open sessions. Persons committed to the missions thrust of the church
enjoyed being able to participate in the business sessions of the board.
Many commented on the thoughtful discussions and spirit of prayer which
helps shape the Brethren in Christ mission program.
There are potential risks in making such policy-making sessions open to
the public. One is the pressure (sometimes subtle, sometimes not) which an
audience may place on board members. The presence of observers might
tend to inhibit spirited debate or make it more difficult to arrive at an
unpopular but necessary decision. Another concern is the handling of
sensitive or confidential material.
But at Lancaster, neither of these concerns seemed to pose a problem.
On several agenda items, members of the gallery expressed strong points of
view which certainly helped to enrich the deliberative process. On one such
question, a board member suggested tabling the item until the next board
meeting so additional input could be obtained. Another board member
observed (correctly, in my opinion) that all the salient facts were known
and it was up to the board to make a judgment decision. (That decision, by
the way, was made counter to some of the speeches from the gallery.)
The small amount of genuinely confidential work was handled by the
board in brief executive sessions. Nearly all of the board's work, some 36
agenda items, was done in open session, with from five to twenty guests
present.
Both the church and the mission board benefited from the open sessions
in Lancaster. The meetings provided a forum for communication to the
board from individuals who have committed their lives to the work of the
church. They, in turn, were able to sense the spirit in which the mission
board makes its decisions as well as glimpse the total scope of the board's
responsibility for Brethren in Christ outreach around the world.
Coupled with the present pattern of meeting in various locations across
the church, the open session format has the potential for enhancing the
awareness and support of the mission program by the church. It might be
well for other General Conference agencies, as well as regional conference
boards, to consider adopting such a format in order to increase lines of
communication in the brotherhood.
G
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Religious News
Editorial Council Formed
For Bible Commentary
The first meeting of the editorial council to
develop a Believers' Church Bible commentary was held near Chicago December 11-12,
1980. The council met to begin laying the
groundwork for the publication of a series of
Bible commentaries.
Arthur Climenhaga is the Brethren in
Christ member of the editorial council.
Other members and supporting denominations are: Estella Horning (Church of the
Brethren), Allan Guenther(Mennonite Brethren), C. J. Dyck (General Conference Mennonite Church) and Harold E. Bauman
(Mennonite Church). Bauman was chosen
as chairperson and Guenther as secretary.
The council developed duties for the publisher, the editorial council, and the consultants to the writers. Duties and qualifications
for the Old and New Testament editors were
formulated and steps initiated to secure these
two editors.
The commentaries are planned for use by
Sunday school teachers, Bible study groups,
and congregational leaders, including pastors. It is anticipated that one to three
volumes will be released annually after publication begins. There is no goal set on how
many volumes will be published.
Former Chaplain of Waikiki Beach
Takes on Music Copyright Violators
"Many Christian churches and organizations are guilty of stealing about every week
of the year," states Dr. Bob Turnbull, president of Omega Publications.
"Thousands of denominational and nondenominational churches, plus para-church
organizations, mimeograph or photocopy
the words of a copyrighted song, and that is
illegal. According to the new copyright law
94-553 enacted on October 19, 1976, it is
illegal 'to mimeograph or photocopy the
words of a copyrighted song or to make a
slide or overhead transparency of a copyrighted song.'
"In the Holy Bible we are commanded to
obey the law of the land, and the law of this
land makes this kind of photocopying illegal.
While making copies of songs may seem
innocent enough at the time, it is actually a
serious problem for those people who make
their living from writing and publishing
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music. It is tantamount to taking food from
their families' mouths.
"The vast majority of Christians would
never think of entering someone's house and
stealing his hard-earned income, and yet
they unknowingly do exactly that when they
photocopy a writer's song rather than purchase a copy."
Dr. Turnbull further states that "there are
some music publishing companies who have
gone bankrupt because of the widespread
illegal duplicating practices of choir directors, music ministers and pastors. Churches
are the worst offenders and they either
ignore or tolerate this offense, instead of
being law-abiding and making sure their
Christian stand is above reproach. When
asked about this illegal practice, the majority
rationalize their actions. Interesting, since
their rationalization wouldn't stand up in a
court of law, nor before our Lord!"
Graham Receives Honors
In Poland, Hungary
Evangelist Billy Graham arrived in Warsaw, Poland, January 4 to receive the first
honorary degree given to an American by
the Polish Theological Academy. A spokesman for Graham said he would meet with
Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski, Poland's Roman
Catholic primate, before the award ceremony.
The American clergyman also went to
Hungary for a three-day visit and was to
receive an honorary degree from the Hungarian Calvinist Church. He was expected to
meet with Imre Miklos, president of the
Hungarian government's Church Affairs
Bureau, and visit Debrecen, in eastern Hungary, the center of Hungarian Calvinism.
Evangelical Leader Proposes
"Summit" on Political Role
Dr. Carl F. H. Henry, noted evangelical
leader, is urging a summit meeting of top
conservative Protestant leaders to discuss
the movement's role in politics.
Henry, a former editor of Christianity
Today, is concerned about the "conspicuously narrow" approach to politics by such
evangelical groups as Christian Voice and
the Moral Majority. His proposal is being
informally circulated to "influential conservative Protestants" ranging from Jerry Falwell of the Moral Majority to Jim Wallis of
Sojourners, an evangelical but liberal social
action group.
"The purpose would not be to forge a
religious party front," Dr. Henry's proposal
says. "Rather it would lessen confusion and

hopefully set some priorities for evangelical
public involvement."
The proposal comes as the alliance between
right wing politics and Protestant fundamentalism is experiencing a major victory,
with Falwell claiming that Moral Majority
registered some 4 million voters and that the
religious right can take at least partial credit
for the election of Ronald Reagan and the
defeat of a number of liberal senators.
At the same time the movement is facing
increasing criticism from mainline Protestant and Jewish groups, as well as some evangelicals, who fear it will lead to violation of
the traditional separation of church and state
in the country. Others have expressed the
fear that it will lead to legislation restricting
the church's ability to speak out on moral
issues.
"The proposal has met with prompt and
enthusiastic response from many evangelical
leaders," Dr. Henry wrote the Evangelical
Press Association. "The full sweep of evangelical interest should be clear by the time of
the Reagan inaugural, and projections should
be made early in 1981 for the conclave."
Occult Activity in America
Increased During 1980
1980 saw another increase in occult activity in America as reflected in the marketing
sophistication of occult movements. According to Craig A. Huey, president of Infomat,
Inc., a California direct marketing agency,
many companies prospered greatly by marketing occult books, magazines, charms,
voodoo pendants and other assorted paraphernalia.
The available mailing lists involved in the
occult now stands at some 3,824,622 (some
include the accumulation of several years).
The vast majority of occultists are involved
in astrology. For example, one company
called the American Astrological Association has some 339,660 individuals who have
bought horoscopes. Seventy percent are
women. There are some 86,000 women mail
order buyers who paid $8.40 each for a geniein-the-bottle good luck pendant, a mystical
talisman. The House of Collingwood has
92,976 buyers who purchased ankhs, pyramids, talisman amulets, zodiac medallions,
occult necklaces, bracelets, rings, earrings.
There were 208,302 buyers of the Handbook of Supernatural Powers, which gives
directions for ancient spells and potents.
Seventy percent are men. There were 91,846
buyers of the book Magic Power of Witchcraft. There are 16,842 members of the Circle
of Mystic and Occult Arts Book Club.
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